Elastic Orbital Angular Momentum
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We identify that flexural guided elastic waves in elastic pipes carry a well-defined orbital angular momentum associated with the compressional dilatational potential. This enables the transfer of elastic orbital angular momentum, that we numerically demonstrate, through the coupling of the compressional potential in a pipe to the acoustic pressure field in a surrounding fluid in contact with the pipe.

Introduction.— Some thirty years ago, the seminal work of Allen et al. [1] demonstrated that Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) laser modes carry a well-defined orbital angular momentum (OAM), per quanta of light, about the beam axis. Crucially they outlined how such OAM, related to the spatial distribution of the laser field [2], can be extracted and converted into a mechanical torque [3] and that its existence arises physically due to the helical wavefront structure associated with a central phase singularity [4]. This differed from previous measurements of the torque exerted by the transfer of spin angular momentum associated with polarization [5, 6]. These significant findings drove unabated interest in this previously neglected mechanical property of light [7–9], and have led to a renaissance in optical tweezers [10–16].

Perhaps the most distinct classical wave system from electromagnetism is elasticity; elastic materials are governed by constitutive relations that invoke a rank 4 stiffness tensor, and even in their simplest isotropic form they support two elastic waves (compression and polarised-shear) that travel within the bulk at distinct wave speeds; these become inherently coupled upon reflection from a surface. Mirroring the timeline of research in optical OAM, only recently has the intrinsic spin of elastic waves been studied [17], with elastic OAM being largely neglected - it has only being considered in association with the phase of coupled waveguides [18], or presented canonically in conjunction with the energy-momentum tensor for elasticity, the Eshelby tensor [19–22].

In this letter this disparity is addressed. We focus entirely on the OAM of elastic waves with inclined phase fronts, demonstrating that it is the scalar dilatational potential which carries a well-defined elastic OAM. The natural setting for such guided waves is along hollow elastic pipes. We consider flexural modes along pipes, leveraging the fact they can be excited using an elastic analogue to the spiral phase plate (Fig. 1), and show that the transfer of elastic OAM is possible in fluid-solid coupled systems, providing motivation towards applications for acoustic tweezers, microfluidic devices and non-destructive evaluation.

To unequivocally show that elastic OAM is carried by mechanical waves in pipes, we first outline the form of the canonical angular momentum density by its relation to mechanical energy flux. We derive here, from first principles, this relation from the Eshelby tensor [20].

\[ \mu \partial_j \partial_i \xi_i + (\lambda + \mu) \partial_j \partial_i \xi_i = \rho \ddot{\xi}_i \]

(1)

with \( \xi_i \) the displacement and \( \ddot{\xi}_i \) its double time derivative. Lamé’s first and second parameters are denoted \( \lambda \), \( \mu \) respectively. In this coordinate-free index notation we adopt the Einstein summation convention throughout. The linear constitutive law governing such a material is

\[ \sigma_{ij} = C_{ijkl} \epsilon_{kl} = \lambda \delta_{ij} \epsilon_{kk} + 2\mu \epsilon_{ij}, \]

(2)

\[ \text{FIG. 1. Schematic of an elastic spiral phase pipe (copper region) in a hollow elastic pipe (transparent region). Purely longitudinal waves, e.g. } L(0, 2) \text{ modes (circular phase fronts), are mode converted into flexural } F(3, n) \text{ waves (helical phase fronts).} \]
where \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the stress tensor, \( C_{ijkl} \) is the stiffness tensor and \( \varepsilon_{ij} \equiv \frac{1}{2}(\dot{\xi}_{i,j} + \dot{\xi}_{j,i}) \) is the strain tensor (comma notation denotes partial differentiation). The elastodynamic equations (1) are, of course, recovered by the Euler–Lagrange equations that dictate the vanishing of the variational derivative

\[
\frac{\delta \mathcal{L}}{\delta \dot{\xi}_j} = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \xi_j} - \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \dot{\xi}_j} \right) = 0, \quad (3)
\]

with \( \mathcal{L} \) being the Lagrangian density for elastic waves given by

\[
\mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{2} \rho \ddot{\xi}_i - \frac{1}{2} C_{ijkl} \xi_{i,j} \xi_{k,l}, \quad (4)
\]

where semicolon notation denotes covariant differentiation and \( \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}(\xi_{i,j}, \xi_{i,j}, x, t) \) with \( x \) the position vector. The Eshelby tensor results from the canonical procedure for constructing stress-energy tensors, following Noether’s theorem, and is given as

\[
T_{ij} = \mathcal{L} \delta_{ij} - \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \xi_{i,j}} \xi_{i,j}. \quad (5)
\]

From this the energy density, \( U = T_{i0} \), and flux, \( F_j = T_{0j} \), of the elastic waves can be constructed:

\[
U = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \xi_i} \ddot{\xi}_i - \mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{2} \rho \dddot{\xi}_i + \frac{1}{2} C_{ijkl} \dot{\xi}_{i,j} \dot{\xi}_{k,l},
\]

\[
F_j = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \xi_{i,j}} \dot{\xi}_i = -C_{ijkl} \dot{\xi}_{i,j} \dot{\xi}_{k,l}. \quad (6)
\]

Thus we have arrived at the mechanical analogue of the Poynting vector through the mechanical energy flux, \( F_j \). Herein we assume time harmonicity such that \( \dot{\xi}_k = -i \omega \xi_k \) with \( \omega \) being the radial frequency. Therefore the time-averaged complex mechanical energy flux density, which can be considered the Poynting vector density of elastic waves (17), is written as

\[
F_j = -\frac{1}{2} \Im \left[ \sigma_{ij} \dot{\xi}_j^* - \omega \frac{\mathcal{L}}{2} \Im \sigma_{ij} \dot{\xi}_j^* \right], \quad (7)
\]

where \(^*\) denotes complex conjugation. The integral of this quantity, as in electromagnetism, is thus interpreted as the linear momentum density.

The flux of the corresponding angular momentum density is defined by the rank 3 tensor \( M_{ijk} = x_i \dot{T}_{jk} - x_j \dot{T}_{ik} \). The antisymmetric pseudo-tensor of rank 2, \( M_{ij0} = \dot{\xi}_{i,m} x_i T_{m,j} \) has spatial components, i.e. the pseudo-vector \( M_i = 1/2 \varepsilon_{ijk} M_{k,0} \) that are then the familiar angular momentum density of the form, in vector notation, \( M = r \times (p) \) with \( (p) \) the time-averaged linear momentum density. For convenience we now switch from index notation to coordinate dependent vector notation and explicitly consider cylindrical polar coordinates.

Analogous to the treatment of electromagnetic waves (1) we now consider the elastic angular momentum density as

\[
M = \frac{-\omega}{2} \Im [r \times (\xi^* \times \eta^*)], \quad (8)
\]

highlighting the tensorial nature of the stress tensor with a double-underline, \( \underline{\sigma} \), such that the total angular momentum is then

\[
\mathcal{J} = -\frac{\omega}{2} \Im \int r \times (\underline{\sigma} \times \eta^*) \, dr. \quad (9)
\]

The complex displacement field \( \xi \) can be separated into longitudinal and transverse components via Helmholtz decomposition. These are written respectively in terms of the curl-less dilatational scalar potential, \( \Phi \) (analogous to the scalar potential of the LG beams in optics, see supplemental material), and the divergence-less equivalent luminal vector shear potential, \( \Psi \), such that

\[
\xi = \xi_L + \xi_T = \nabla \Phi + \nabla \times \Psi \quad (10)
\]

where \( \xi_L \) and \( \xi_T \) denote the longitudinal and transverse parts respectively. Using this, the elastodynamic equations (1) reduce to two wave equations for compressional and shear waves:

\[
\nabla^2 \Phi = c_p^{-2} \ddot{\Phi}, \quad c_p = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho}}, \quad (11)
\]

\[
\nabla^2 \Psi = c_s^{-2} \ddot{\Psi}, \quad c_s = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\rho}},
\]

with \( c_p \) and \( c_s \) being the compressional and shear bulk wavespeeds respectively. The angular momentum density can therefore be rewritten in terms of its spin, orbit and ‘additional’ components (22), each with individual contributions from the shear and compressional potentials. Long et al. (17) identify this additional component as hybrid orbital and spin Poynting densities.

The energy flux density (7) can then be split into orbital components which take the form

\[
p_L^\sigma = \frac{\omega \rho}{2} c_p^2 \Im [\xi_L^* \cdot \nabla] \xi_L],
\]

\[
p_T^\sigma = \frac{\omega \rho}{2} c_s^2 \Im [\xi_T^* \cdot \nabla] \xi_T],
\]

\[
p_H^\sigma = \frac{\omega \rho}{2} c_p^2 \Im [\xi_T^* \cdot \nabla] \xi_L] + \frac{\omega \rho}{2} c_s^2 \Im [\xi_L^* \cdot \nabla] \xi_T]. \quad (12)
\]

with the subscripts \( L, T, H \) corresponding to the longitudinal, transverse (shear) and hybrid parts respectively. We now prove that, for displacement fields with inclined phase fronts, the longitudinal part of the wave field \( \xi_L \), associated with compressional motion, carries a well-defined OAM.

Flexural waves in pipes serve as exemplar mode shapes capable of carrying elastic OAM. We consider elastic
waves propagating along an infinitely long, hollow elastic cylinder with axis oriented in the \( z \)-direction of inner radius \( r_a \) and outer radius \( r_b \). The first general solution for these guided harmonic waves was derived by Gazis [24, 25], who showed there are three families of modes: longitudinal, torsional and flexural. The naming convention for such modes classifies these as \( L(m,n) \), \( T(m,n) \) and \( F(m,n) \) respectively [26]. Here \( m \) denotes the circumferential order, or azimuthal index, with \( n \) the group order. The mode shapes for which \( m = 0 \) are axisymmetric i.e. their angular profile is constant. We consider non-axisymmetric flexural modes \( F(m > 0, n) \) whose mode shapes vary sinusoidally in the circumferential direction. Following the ansatz of Gazis, we leverage the cylindrical symmetry of the pipe and writing the coordinate system as \( \hat{r}, \hat{\theta}, \hat{z} \) pose the form of the scalar dilatational potential as

\[
\Phi = \phi(r) \exp(i(m\theta + k_z z - \omega t)).
\]

The compressional displacement field then has the form

\[
\xi_L = \left( \phi, \frac{im\phi}{r}, ik\phi \right) \exp(i(m\theta + k_z z - \omega t)),
\]

with the prime notation denoting partial differentiation with respect to \( r \). After substitution into (11) the radial profile \( \phi(r) \) is solved by a linear combination of Bessel’s functions, each with a complex amplitude. These coefficients are solved for by employing the infinitely long cylinder gauge, \( \nabla \cdot \Psi = 0 \), and traction free boundary conditions on the inner and outer radii \( \sigma_{r r} = \sigma_{r \theta} = \sigma_{r z} = 0 \mid_{r = r_a, r_b} \) (see supplemental material). As such the guided modes in elastic pipes can be thought of as Bessel ‘beams’ in the sense that the radial distributions satisfy Bessel’s equation.

The contribution of \( p^L_z \) to the OAM density along the pipe axis \( M_{Lz} \) is defined as

\[
M_{Lz} = \alpha \left[ \frac{\omega p c_p^2}{2} \left( |\phi'|^2 + \frac{1}{r} (r\phi'' + \phi') \right) \phi^* + \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} |\phi|^2 - \frac{2}{r} \Re \left[ \phi \phi'^* \right] \right].
\]

In general \( \phi(r) \) may be arbitrary and as such this result holds for all compressional wave fields with an azimuthally dependent profile, i.e. with inclined phase fronts, as is the case in electromagnetism [3]. Therefore, our assertion that the compressional component of the displacement field carries a well-defined elastic OAM is justified. The remaining contributions to the elastic OAM, that arise from the transverse and hybrid components, too contain terms proportional to the azimuthal index \( m \), but with additional factors (see supplemental material) that leave them not fully quantised in the sense that they are only proportional to the azimuthal index. The physical significance of this for the exemplar case of guided waves in pipes is then that: (i) trivially, \( M_{Lz}^o = 0 \) for both \( L(0,n) \), \( T(0,n) \) modes which is to be expected for axisymmetric modes; (ii) pure flexural modes with a constant angular profile are required to carry OAM. Conventional means of exciting these modes in pipes rely on either complex arrangements of transducers (e.g non-axisymmetric partial loading) or phased arrays [27–31]. Often many degenerate groups of flexural modes are excited simultaneously, including modes with both \( \exp(\pm im\phi) \) components; the angular profile then changes with propagation distance due to modal superpo-
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sition. As such there is zero average elastic OAM. Fortunately, the recent advent of the elastic spiral phase pipe (eSPP), analogous to optical spiral phase plates [32, 33], enables arbitrary $F(m, n)$ modes to be efficiently excited, via mode conversion, which boast a constant angular profile along the pipe axis.

We demonstrate in Fig. 2, via numerical calculation, that the elastic OAM associated with the dilatational potential, 
$$J_{Lz} = -\frac{\omega}{2} \int \mathcal{M}_L \, dr,$$
for guided waves along the pipe carries a well-defined OAM. Figure 2(a) shows the dispersion curves for guided waves in an Aluminium pipe, evaluated using a spectral collocation method [34], described in the supplemental material; the eigensolutions give frequency as the eigenvalue, with the corresponding eigenvector containing the potential components ($\Phi, \Psi_r, \Psi_\theta, \Psi_z$). These are used to numerically evaluate $\log |\frac{2J_{Lz}}{\omega \rho c^2}|$, shown in Fig. 2(b) for the lowest branches of the first five flexural modes $F(m = 1 \ldots 5, 1)$.

We now utilise an elastic spiral phase pipe (Fig. 1) to show that elastic OAM can be transferred to a fluid in contact with the elastic material; shear waves are not supported in fluids and as such only the compressional motion of the elastic material couples strongly to the acoustic pressure field in the fluid. The OAM transfer is observed by the introduction of rotational motion within the fluid, exciting spiraling acoustic wave-fields.

**OAM transfer.**— The ability to transfer elastic OAM to a fluid is demonstrated numerically, via finite element simulations of an aluminium pipe partially submerged in water (Fig. 3). We excite a flexural $F(3, 2)$ mode via mode conversion of a longitudinal $L(0, 2)$ wave by passage through a suitably designed elastic spiral phase pipe (see supplemental material). For a single frequency and wavevector, the compressional motion of the flexural mode within the pipe can be represented by a superposition of plane waves uniformly distributed over the circular aperture of the pipe. The plane wave components have mutual phases proportional to the azimuthal index $m$, endowed by the introduction of the eSPP. This compressional motion couples to the pressure field within the fluid at the submerged end of the pipe, producing rotating acoustic pressure fields. This is demonstrated in Figs. 3(b-c) that show a snapshot in time of the compressional potential field at the submerged pipe end and the pressure field within the fluid. We only consider a partially submerged pipe in order to neglect Franz-type waves [35], and note that the OAM transfer is viewed via the mechanical torque the compressional motion exerts on the fluid, not by the generation of acoustic Bessel beams known to carry OAM [36–40].

**Conclusions.**— We have shown that elastic waves with inclined phase fronts can carry an extrinsic orbital angular momentum; it has been proved that the compressional dilatational potential carries a well-defined contribution, proportional to the azimuthal index $m$. This result is reminiscent of the case of LG beams in optics where the electromagnetic wave equation, under the paraxial approximation, is satisfied by a complex scalar function describing the field distribution, proportional to the azimuthal mode index. It is this phase profile that gives rise, in both cases, to the well-defined OAM.

The coupling of guided flexural waves in elastic pipes to acoustic pressure waves in fluids has been shown numerically through the compressional motion of the pipe. The
implications are that the elastic OAM carried by the flexural modes can be transferred to acoustic pressure fields within a fluid. Inspired by the fact that optical LG laser modes have well-defined OAM, and that these modes are capable of being produced by spiral phase plates [31], we leverage recent developments in elastic spiral phase pipes to generate the desired flexural pipe modes. These eSPP enables efficient mode conversion of longitudinal modes to arbitrary flexural modes, crucially of a single handedness, i.e that possess only one sign of $\exp(\pm im\theta)$. Harnessing the mechanical torques associated with the elastic OAM then promises to unlock applications across acoustic tweezers, non-destructive testing, ultrasonic motor design and fluid control.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

LAGUERRE-GAUSSIAN BEAMS

Here we briefly recap the theory of Laguerre-Gaussian beams in the paraxial approximation of the wave equation to form the comparison with the full 3D treatment of the waves in elastic pipes.

Allen et al [1] demonstrate that Laguerre-Gaussian beams carry a well defined orbital angular momentum by first considering the angular momentum density associated with the transverse EM field, given as [2]

\[ M = \epsilon_0 \mathbf{r} \times (\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}) \]  

where \( \mathbf{E}, \mathbf{B} \) are the electric and magnetic fields, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity and \( \mathbf{r} \) the position vector. In the Lorentz gauge the laser field of a linearly polarised beam, propagating in the \( z \)-direction, can be written in terms of the vector potential

\[ \mathbf{A}(\mathbf{r}) = u(\mathbf{r})e^{-ikz}, \]  

where \( \mathbf{A} \) can refer to either the magnetic or electric field vector. The complex scalar function \( u(\mathbf{r}) \) satisfies the paraxial wave equation

\[ \nabla^2_{\perp} + 2ik \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} = 0, \]  

where \( \nabla^2_{\perp} \) is the transverse part of the Laplacian. Physically this asserts that \( \partial_z u \) varies slowly in \( z \), a property satisfied by most laser beams. In cylindrical polars the complex amplitude \( u_{pl}(r, \theta, z) \) defines the Laguerre-Gaussian modes

\[ u_{pl}(r, \theta, z) = \frac{C_{pl}}{\sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_R} \right)^2}} \left( \frac{r \sqrt{2}}{w(z)} \right)^l L^l_p \left( \frac{2r^2}{w^2(z)} \right) \times \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{w^2(z)} \right) \exp \left( \frac{-ikr^2z}{2(z^2 + z_R^2)} \right) \times \exp (-il\phi) \exp \left( i(2p + l + 1) \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{z}{z_R} \right) \right), \]  

where \( z_R \) is the Rayleigh range, \( w(z) \) the radius of curvature of the beam, \( L^l_p \) an associated Laguerre polynomial, \( C_{pl} \) a constant. The beam waist is centred at \( z = 0 \). Utilising these modes [16] yields an OAM of \( l \hbar \) per photon.

GUIDED WAVES IN PIPES

Analytical Solutions

Considering transverse and longitudinal wave motion, the elastic displacement vector \( \mathbf{\xi} \) can be written in terms of the curl-less dilatational scalar potential, \( \Phi \), and the divergence-less equivoluminal vector shear potential, \( \Psi \), such that

\[ \mathbf{\xi} = \xi_L + \xi_T = \nabla \Phi + \nabla \times \Psi. \]  

Using this, the equations of elastodynamics reduce to two wave equations for compressional and shear waves such that

\[ \nabla^2 \Phi = c_p^{-2} \Phi, \quad c_p = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho}} \]  

\[ \nabla^2 \Psi = c_s^{-2} \Psi, \quad c_s = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\rho}}, \]  

with \( c_p \) and \( c_s \) being the compressional and shear bulk wavespeeds respectively. Lamé’s first and second parameters take the form

\[ \lambda = \frac{E\nu}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)}, \]  
\[ \mu = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)}. \]  

for Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \). Given the cylindrically symmetric nature of the pipe system we pose the solutions

\[ \Phi = \phi(r) \exp(i(m\theta + kz - \omega t)), \]  
\[ \Psi_T = \psi_T(r) \exp(i(m\theta + kz - \omega t)), \]  
\[ \Psi_\theta = \psi_\theta(r) \exp(i(m\theta + kz - \omega t)), \]  
\[ \Psi_z = \psi_z(r) \exp(i(m\theta + kz - \omega t)), \]  

where \( m \) is the azimuthal order of the wave travelling along the \( k_z \) direction (i.e. along the pipe axis). Substituting the ansatz [23] into [21] results in Bessel’s and modified Bessel’s equations for the functions describing the radial components, for example

\[ r^2 \phi'' + r \phi' + \left[ \left( \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k^2 \right) r^2 - m^2 \right] \phi = 0. \]  

The full set of equations are solved by [21, 24, 30]:

\[ \phi(r) = AZ_m(\alpha_1 r) + BW_m(\alpha_1 r) \]  

\[ h_1 \equiv \frac{1}{2}(i\psi_T(r) - \psi_\theta(r)) \]  
\[ \quad = A_1 Z_{m+1}(\beta_1 r) + B_1 W_{m+1}(\beta_1 r) \]  
\[ h_2 \equiv \frac{1}{2}(i\psi_T(r) + \psi_\theta(r)) \]  
\[ \quad = A_2 Z_{m-1}(\beta_1 r) + B_2 W_{m-1}(\beta_1 r) \]  
\[ h_3 \equiv \psi_z(r) = A_3 Z_m(\beta_1 r) + B_3 W_m(\beta_1 r) \]
where

\[
\begin{align*}
Z_m(\alpha_1 r) &= \begin{cases} 
J_m(\alpha_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 \geq 0, \\
I_m(\alpha_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 < 0,
\end{cases} \\
W_m(\alpha_1 r) &= \begin{cases} 
Y_m(\alpha_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 \geq 0, \\
K_m(\alpha_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 < 0,
\end{cases} \\
Z_m(\beta_1 r) &= \begin{cases} 
J_m(\beta_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 \geq 0, \\
I_m(\beta_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 < 0,
\end{cases} \\
W_m(\beta_1 r) &= \begin{cases} 
Y_m(\beta_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 \geq 0, \\
K_m(\beta_1 r), & \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 < 0,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]  

with \( \alpha_1 \equiv |\alpha| = \frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} - k_z^2 \) and \( \beta_1 \equiv |\beta| = \frac{\omega^2}{c_s^2} - k_z^2 \) and \( J_m(x), Y_m(x) \) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, with \( I_m(x), K_m(x) \) the corresponding modified Bessel functions.

Traction free boundary conditions on the inner and outer radii, \( r_a \) and \( r_b \) such that

\[
\sigma_{rr} = \sigma_{r\theta} = \sigma_{rz} = 0 \bigg|_{r_a,b},
\]  

and the infinitely long cylinder gauge

\[
\nabla \cdot \Psi = 0
\]

are used to construct a linear set of equations to solve for the coefficients \( A_i, B_i \), from which the field components can be retrieved

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_r &= \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial r} + \frac{im}{r} \Psi_z - ik_z \Psi_\theta, \\
\xi_\theta &= \frac{im}{r} \Phi + ik_z \Psi_r - \frac{\partial \Psi_\theta}{\partial r}, \\
\xi_z &= ik_z \Phi + \frac{\Psi_\theta}{r} - \frac{im}{r} \Psi_r.
\end{align*}
\]

As an alternative to cumbersome, traditional root-finding schemes to recover the coefficients \( A_i, B_i \), we instead opt to utilise a spectral collocation method, based on that by Adamou and Craster [34].

### Spectral Collocation Method

Assuming time-harmonicity, as we do, the governing equations \([21]\) can be written as the eigen-problems

\[
\mathcal{L} \Phi = -\frac{\omega^2}{c_p^2} \Phi,
\]

\[
\left( \mathcal{L} - \frac{1}{r^2} \right) \Psi_r - \frac{2im}{r^2} \Psi_\theta \bigg|_{r=r_b} = \frac{\omega^2}{c_s^2} \Psi_r \bigg|_{r=r_b},
\]

\[
\left( \mathcal{L} - \frac{1}{r^2} \right) \Psi_\theta \bigg|_{r=r_b} = \frac{\omega^2}{c_s^2} \Psi_\theta \bigg|_{r=r_b},
\]

\[
\mathcal{L} \Psi_z = -\frac{\omega^2}{c_s^2} \Psi_z,
\]

with

\[
\mathcal{L} = \left( \frac{d^2}{dr^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{d}{dr} - \left( \frac{m^2}{r^2} + k_z^2 \right) \right).
\]

The spectral collocation method employed throughout rests on representing this differential operator as a differentiation matrix. We use Chebyshev differentiation matrices, namely that multiplication by the \( n^{th} \)-order Chebyshev differentiation matrix \( D(n) \) transforms a vector of data at \( N \) Chebyshev interpolation points into approximate derivatives at those points. Following the steps outlined in [34] permits \([36]\) to be written as a matrix eigenvalue equation:

\[
P \xi = -\omega^2 Q \xi,
\]

with \( \xi = (\Phi(r_i), \Psi_r(r_i), \Psi_\theta(r_i), \Psi_z(r_i))^T \) where \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), and the matrices \( P \) and \( Q \) encode the boundary conditions. The rapid, spectrally accurate solutions obtained with this method allow the calculation of the dispersion curves of an infinite hollow elastic cylinder with ease. We adopt this method, notably in calculation of the dispersion curves in Fig. 2(a) in the main text, and to numerically evaluate \( \log |\frac{2J_1(z)}{z J_2(z)}| \) in Fig.2(b), whereby we demonstrate that the elastic OAM associated with the dilatational potential of flexural modes in pipes is well defined. The pipe considered is of Aluminium with inner diameter 40 mm, thickness \( h = 10 \) mm and has density \( \rho = 2710 \) kgm\(^{-3}\), Young’s Modulus \( E = 70 \) GPa, and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu = 0.33 \).
We then substitute these expressions, and their complex transverse and hybrid parts are such that the final expression presented in the main text. Using Bessel’s equation (24), this can be re-written to give

\[ m^2 \left| \phi'^2 + \left( \frac{m^2}{r^2} + k^2 \right) \left| \phi'^2 + \frac{2}{r} \Re \left[ \phi \phi'^* \right] \right| \right. \]

and as such

\[ \frac{m \omega r c^2}{2} \left( |\phi'|^2 + \left( \frac{m^2}{r^2} + k^2 \right) |\phi|^2 - \frac{2}{r} \Re \left[ \phi \phi'^* \right] \right). \]

Using Bessel’s equation (24), this can be re-written to the final expression presented in the main text.

The contributions to the transverse and hybrid parts are such that

\[ M_T^p \equiv r [p_T^p]_\theta = \frac{\omega \rho r}{2} [\xi_T \cdot \nabla]_\theta, \]

\[ M_H^p \equiv r [p_H^p]_\theta = \frac{\omega \rho r}{2} [\xi_H \cdot \nabla]_\theta. \]

We show here that these components do not possess a well-defined OAM as additional terms are present which are not proportional to the azimuthal index \( m \). Working in cylindrical polar coordinates gives

\[ \xi_L \equiv \nabla \Phi \left( \phi', \frac{im \phi}{r}, ik \phi \right) e^{i(m \theta + k z - \omega t)}, \]

\[ \xi_T \equiv \nabla \times \Psi \left( \frac{im \psi_z}{r} - ik \psi \right) e^{i(m \theta + k z - \omega t)} \hat{r} + (ik \psi_r - \psi'_r) e^{i(m \theta + k z - \omega t)} \hat{\theta} + \left( \psi \frac{\phi'}{r} + \phi \frac{\psi'}{r} + \frac{im \psi_r}{r} - \frac{im \psi'_r}{r} \right) e^{i(m \theta + k z - \omega t)} \hat{z}, \]

We then substitute these expressions, and their complex conjugates, into the advective terms in (42). Considering first the term \( \Im [\xi_T^* \cdot \nabla]_\theta \), we find, after some algebra, expressions such as

\[ \frac{k^2}{r} \left( \psi_r^* \psi_r + \psi \psi_r^* \right), \]

which, of course, is purely real. As such terms such as these vanish when we take the imaginary part. Continuing in this fashion we eventually arrive at the expression

\[ \Im [\xi_T^* \cdot \nabla]_\theta = -3m \left[ k \partial_r (\psi_r^* (i \psi'_r + k \psi_r)) \right] \]

\[ + \frac{m}{r} \Im \left[ \partial_r (k \psi_r^* \psi_r + i \psi'_r \psi_z^*) + \frac{1}{r} \left( k \psi_r^* - i \psi'_r \right) \psi_z \right], \]

where we denote \( \partial_r = \partial / \partial r \). This is clearly not solely \( \alpha m \) and hence is not well-defined in the same sense as the contribution from the compressional potential.

Similarly we find

\[ \Im [\xi_H^* \cdot \nabla]_\theta = \frac{1}{r} \Im \left[ (ik \psi_r - \psi'_r) \phi' \right] + \frac{m}{r} \Im \left[ \partial_r \left( \frac{m \psi_r^*}{r} - k \psi'_r \phi \right) \right], \]

and

\[ \Im [\xi_L^* \cdot \nabla]_\theta \]

\[ = \Im \left[ \phi' (ik \psi_r - \psi'_r) + k^2 \phi' (ik \psi_r - \psi'_r) \right] + \frac{m}{r} \Im \left[ \phi' \left( \frac{ik \psi_r}{r} - \frac{m \psi'_r}{r} - m \partial_r \left( \frac{\psi}{r} \right) \right) \right]. \]

Therefore both the transverse and hybrid orbital angular momentum components \( (J_{Tz} = \int M_T^p \, d\mathbf{r} \) and \( J_{Hz} = \int M_H^p \, d\mathbf{r} \) respectively) do not carry a well defined OAM proportional to \( m \).

**THE ELASTIC SPIRAL PHASE PIPE & FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING**

To demonstrate the transfer of elastic OAM in a coupled solid-fluid system, efficient excitation of pure flexural modes in elastic pipes is required. Here we outline the theory behind the elastic spiral phase pipe [32] by first considering its optical analogues.

In optics, wave-fields with inclined phase fronts, such as LG beams are vortex beams characterised by a phase retardation that results in helical phase fronts. The elastic spiral phase pipe is a recent translation of the elastic spiral phase pipe [32] by first considering its optical analogues.
step profile height $h_s$ is calculated by relating the phase speeds of the incident mode and desired converted mode through a relative refractive index, $\tilde{n} = c_f/c_i$. In the examples used throughout the main text we consider an incident $L(0,2)$ mode with phase speed $c_i$ (and therefore wavelength $\lambda_i = 2\pi/k_i$) that is mode converted into a flexural $F(3,2)$ after the device with phase speed $c_f$. The step height takes the form

$$h_s = \frac{2\pi Q}{k_i(\tilde{n} - 1)}.$$  (49)

For the demonstration of elastic OAM transfer, we utilise the experimentally verified eSPP of [32], with the same properties as the pipe considered in Fig. 2 in the main text. We choose a frequency of operation of 62 kHz and form an eSPP by removing 6 mm of Aluminium (which can be milled experimentally) with an azimuthally varying profile determine by the step profile (49). This is calculated by once again leveraging the SCM to evaluate the dispersion curves for the two regions of the pipe with thicknesses $h = 4$ mm and $h = 10$ mm. Two representations of the dispersion curves are shown in Fig. S1(a,b); those corresponding to $h = 4$ mm are shown in blue hues whilst $h = 10$ mm are shown in red. At the operating frequency the step height is then determined to be $h_s = 190$ mm; in the FEM simulations presented in the main text this height is partitioned over 3-spiral steps, as shown in Fig. S1(c).

The time domain simulation presented in the main text results from a boundary longitudinal forcing on the top end of the pipe. A 5-cycle Hanning window centred on 62 kHz excites an axisymmetric $L(0,2)$ mode in the thin region of the pipe. After traversing the eSPP region this is endowed with a helical phase profile and is mode converted into the $F(3,2)$ mode with high efficiency, which carries elastic OAM. The compressional potential then couples with the pressure field in the fluid at the submerged end of the pipe, exciting spiraling acoustic waves within the fluid, demonstrating the transfer of OAM.